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NIH Comprises 27 Institutes and Centers

NIH Campus – Bethesda, Maryland



NIH Budget Numbers: FY10 – ~$31 B

(Dollars in Millions)
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Limited Progress in Reducing Cancer 
Death Rate

(1970 – 2005)
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Taiwan Cancer Incidence & Mortality Rate 

How can we start 
to decrease the 
mortality rate?



Top Cancer Disease Amongst Male/Female



Today’s – “Physical Sciences” Medicine

We take for 
granted some 

“physical 
measurements” 

used by 
doctors…

Temperature Pressure

In the future, Can “physical sciences approaches” 
be used by oncologists as part of their standard care?



Integrating and Leveraging the Physical Sciences 
to Open a New Frontier in Oncology

Recommendations
Establish transdisciplinary physical sciences-oncology centers 
Composed of integrated physical sciences-oncology teams 
Focus on theme(s) for center framework
Centers led by a physical scientist with a senior co-investigator from oncology

“…bringing together physical 
scientists and cancer 

researchers will provide new 
directions…that will lead to 

new conceptual approaches
to understanding complexities 

of cancer…”

- John E. Niederhuber, M.D.
NCI Director

~300 extramural participants



Comparing “Perspectives”

Physical Scientist Cancer Biologist/Oncologist

How much energy is 
needed to do this?
How much force does it 
take to cross this barrier?
Are reactions rates altered 
during this process?
How much time does it 
take?
What are the spatial
effects?

What cell, molecule, tissue 
is it?
What changed?
What’s up/down regulated?
Do I see the same thing in 
several tumors?

Different ‘views’ of the same picture
Having both perspectives yields a more comprehensive 

(clearer) picture of what cancer is and how it functions at all 
levels – especially at the sub-molecular/atomic scales

Epithelial-Mesenchymal Transition (EMT)



MicroTAC

Evolution Example (Cell Phone): 
Better vs. Paradigm Shift

1983               1989          1996                               2004               

Component
Improvements

(Size)
DynaTAC

2 lbs
$3,995

StarTAC

RAZR

Sony
P800

2003

= Accepted
Dogma

System
Improvement

(Smarter Phones)

Paradigm
Shift

“Fresh” Perspective
Different “Experts” 
Challenged dogma

Apple
iPhone

Blackberry
Storm

2007



Merging Physical & Life Sciences

“New Biology” 
– 2009 

“Intersection 
of  the 

Physical & 
Life Sciences 

– 2010 

“In biomedicine,…we can harness the historic convergence between life sciences and
physical sciences that's underway today; undertaking public projects -- in the spirit of the
Human Genome Project -- to create data and capabilities that fuel discoveries in tens of
thousands of laboratories; and identifying and overcoming scientific and bureaucratic barriers
to rapidly translating scientific breakthroughs into diagnostics and therapeutics that
serve patients…”
– President Obama, NAS Speech, April 2009

“Bringing physics, not just the 
physicists, to biology…what physicists 
brought to biology was not any skills acquired in 
physics, but rather an attitude: the conviction 
which few biologists had at that time, that 
mysteries can be solved…I now encourage 
physicists to work collaboratively with biologists 
as we strive to achieve XXXXXXXX’s ‘radical 
physical explanation’ for biological systems”

Harold Varmus – NIH Director
Centennial Speech, APS March Meeting, 1999



Quintessential PS-OC Trait

“abhorred the petty, and in searching for the deepest of theories he 
insisted that we work together in a collective, generous fashion. The 
selfish and the avaricious were not tolerated…”

“always insisted on openness in scientific research and had little 
regard for empire-building at the cost of openness.  A spirit of 
integrity and cooperation pervaded his laboratory”

“What is significant about this work is not so much what was learned 
as how it was learned.  New quantitative approaches to the study of 
microorganisms were developed - methodologies that allowed the 
analysis of individual as well as population phenomena and that did 
not confuse the two”

“major contribution to science was most likely his influence on the 
numerous scientists with whom he worked”

calteches.library.caltech.edu/584/02/
Ann. Rev. Genet 1982. 16:501-05



A Physicists - Physicists

What’s the Quintessential PS-OC Investigator’s Background?

Ph.D. Thesis Advisor:  Max Born, University of Göttingen

Post – Doc with: Niels Bohr, University of Copenhagen, 
Wolfgang Pauli, ETH Zürich

Assistant  to: Lise Meitner, Kaiser Wilhelm Institute 
for Chemistry 



Physical Scientist & Cancer Biologist

How can I culture 
Physical Scientists 
& Cancer Biologists 
to work together?

“helped many physicists make the 
transition to biology”

They encouraged other investigators 
in the field to concentrate on seven 
bacteriophages ... That 
way, experimental results from 
different laboratories could be 
compared.

Max Delbrück



Luria–Delbrück Experiment: 
Fluctuation Test

“Taking a strictly Cartesian attitude, Delbrück and 
Luria had swept away the facts and interpretations 
accumulated by their predecessors over twenty 
years and started anew. Within a few years 
they, and the small group of other workers they 
had attracted by the simplicity, the precision, and 
the elegance of their new departure, had made 
tremendous advances”.

Elie Wollman, “Bacterial conjugation”, in John Cairns, Gunther S. 
Stent and James D.Watson (eds.), Phage and the Origins of 
Molecular Biology (New York 1966), p. 216.

Delbrück derived a probability distribution that 
gives a relationship between moments consistent 
with the experimentally obtained values.

(A) If mutations are induced by the 
media, roughly the same number of mutants 
are expected to appear on each plate. (B) If 
mutations arise spontaneously during cell 
divisions prior to plating, each plate will have 
a highly variable number of mutants.



Bridging the Culture Gap

Nature 419, 244 (2002)



Bringing the Physics & “A Physicist” to (Cancer) 
Biology: PS-OC Timeline – Workshop to Award

2008 2009

Spring Summer Fall Winter Spring Summer

~300 extramural participants

NCI
BSA

RFA Apps Review

Outcomes from Workshops 
Establish trans-disciplinary physical sciences-oncology centers 
Composed of integrated physical sciences-oncology teams 
Focus on theme(s) for center framework
Centers led by physical scientist (PI) with senior co-investigator (SI) from oncology

Fall

Award

1st NCI/NIH 5 2

1st NCI 3 1

NCI 4 9

PI      SI 
Invoking the 
physical 
sciences 
community



PS-OC Program Goal and Vision

The Specific Purpose for the PS-OC Initiative:

To generate new knowledge and catalyze new fields of study in 
cancer research by utilizing physical sciences/engineering principles to 
enable a better understanding of cancer and its behavior at all scales. 

Not looking for new tools to do “better” science, but new perspectives 
and approaches to do paradigm-shifting science that will lead to 
exponential progress against cancer. 

Build trans-disciplinary teams and infrastructure to better 
understand and control cancer through the convergence 
of physical sciences and cancer biology.

New – “Schools of Thought”



Taking the First Step:  Physical Science-
Oncology Centers (PS-OC)

Creating a collaborative network consisting of virtual 
centers that focus their individual efforts around an 

New 
“Schools of Thought”

Trans-disciplinary Teams
(PS-OC)

“Subject Matter Experts”
(Physical Sciences)

“Subject Matter Experts”
(Oncology)

Major Barrier/Question in Cancer
+ Physical Science Based Approach



Scripps
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UC Berkeley
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Farber
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PS-OC Network:  Physical scientists & cancer 
biologists/oncologists integrated at the start

PS-OC Network

Four Thematic Areas:
Physics (the Physical Laws 
and Principles) of Cancer

Evolution and Evolutionary 
Theory of Cancer

Information Coding, 
Decoding, Transfer, and 
Translation in Cancer

De-convoluting Cancer’s 
Complexity



Who We Are: 53 Institutions Across the 
United States and Around the World



Cold Spring Harbor Symposium – 1953 

Garen

Szilard
Delbrück

Watson

Watson

…he [Delbrück] was unapologetic about the bias 
of the Symposium to bacteriophage and, to a 
lesser extent, animal viruses. 

The absence of plant viruses he justified on the 
grounds that the plant virus field had been 
animated by an "...extraordinary amount of 
controversy...unintelligible to the outsider." 

What was needed was for "our friends [in the 
plant virus field to] establish a party line among 
themselves, so we know what to compare with 
what." This was what Delbruck had done for the 
phage field when, in 1944, he had insisted on 
standardization,…



Common Benchmark, 
Different Interpretations



Standard Protocol

 Background information, handling 
protocols, and standards of cell culture 
practice

 Living document
• Additional cell lines
• Additional handling protocols

 Methods book in process
• Biological and physical science 

assays

Cell lines chosen: MCF-10A & MDA-MB-231



Perspective:  The Significance of Length-
Scales in Cancer Biology 

For decades, cancer biologists have been trying to understand the complicated
systems of cancer by understanding each part at its most basic level.
However, can we now look at how the interactions of all the ‘players’ (within a
length-scale) lead to emergent ‘objects’-properties that work together in complex
tasks?.

Length Scales Players

Organisms

Organs

Cells

Organelles

Molecules

Emergent ‘Objects’

Population

Organism

Organ

Cell

Organelle

10-0 m

10-2 m

10-4 m

10-6 m

10-8 m



Emergent Properties – Physics of Flocking

“Collective Behavior”



Scale Invariance – Examples

FractalsPhase Transition

Independent of Distance

Polarization

www.pnas.org/cgi/doi/10.1073/pnas.1005766107

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/6/65/Kochsim.gif�


Collective Behavior & Cancer

What does bird flocking have to do with cancer?

Tumor microenvironment
is a collective behavior

Is it a scale invariant?



Perspective:  Critical to Think in Space and 
Time Scales 



How crowded can it get?



Cancer Ecosystem & Evolution –
Princeton PS-OC (PI: Austin)
Evolution under stress in meta-populations of high diversity: Rough and 
steep fitness landscape dynamics  - Can you develop basic common rules of 
fitness that to understand metastatic behavior and monitor the newly 
established social contract between targeted cells?

Sewall Wright – 1932
Landscape TheoryDeath

Galaxy



MIT PS-OC for Single-cell Dynamics in Cancer
Project 3:  Scott Manalis



2 µm

E. Coli

2 µm

B. Subtilis

www.foodnews.ch 
CDC Image gallery

Burg, et al. Nature 446, 1066 (2007)

Differentiating Types Through the Resonator



USC
ASU

USC
Cornell
ASU USC

ASU

Role of Cellular Microrheology in the Metastatic 
Adhesion of CTCs – USC, Cornell, ASU & JHU PS-OCs

Integrated Model: Intracellular mechanics with 
hydrodynamic flow and adhesion

Dynamic
microrheology 
with intravital
microscopy

Ballistic
Intracellular 
Nanorheology 
(BIN), 

Can cellular mechanical properties 
(w/ receptor-ligand interactions) be 
used to determine metastatic 
potential?



Physical Sciences in Oncology  
(physics.cancer.gov)

More Information

Larry A. Nagahara
Email: larry.nagahara@nih.gov



Bringing physical science principles, not just 
physical scientists, to the problems of biology

“In physics it is obvious that even in the simplest case such as 
an electron running around a proton one can do classical 
physics until one’s dying day and never get a hydrogen atom out 
of it. In order to achieve this, one has to use the complementary 
(i.e., new perspective) approach.  If one looks at even the 
simplest kind of cell, one knows it consists of the usual elements 
of organic chemistry and otherwise obeys the laws of physics.  

One can analyze any number of compounds in it (cell) 
but one will never get a living bacterium out of 
it, unless one introduces totally new and 
complementary points of view.”

– Niels Bohr (1932)
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